
The Triple Bar Nuclear Existing Sites (TBES) is a
one day programme (available as online or
classroom delivery) targeted at individuals who
are about to commence work on a nuclear
licensed site.

The TBES introduces the requirements for
compliance, nuclear awareness and industry
behaviours for safe working in the nuclear industry.

The TBES plays an essential part in making
everyone in the nuclear industry aware of the
impact that their actions have and role they have
to help ensure we have, maintain and grow a UK
nuclear industry for safe and continued operations.

The training is focused at a basic level of
understanding and introduces the requirements for
compliance, nuclear awareness and industry
behaviours for working in the nuclear industry. This
helps individuals to understand the need for
working safely and maintaining the safety of their
work colleagues, the plants they work in and the
environment both now and in the future.

New entrants 
People transitioning to nuclear from
another sector
People required to undertake work on
an existing nuclear site.  (NB if on a
New Build site see TBNNBS*)

This course is aimed at:

This training is in addition to individuals
obtaining security clearance for access to
nuclear sites. 

The TBES course has three areas of content or
‘bars’ each with specific learning outcomes. 
See overleaf for further details.

Working in the Nuclear Industry - BNI

Going on Site - BNO

Safety on a Nuclear Site - BNS

* TBNNBS - Triple Bar Nuclear New Build SitesOPS-018-10  Rev 3
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Delivery Methods Available

On Line: NSAN offers the course via its 
On-line Learning Platform the Nuclear Training
Network.  W.nucleartrainingnetwork.com

Members - employees of member companies
receive a 50% discount. (obtain your code before
purchase via the Nuclear Training Network
website).  For further details see the programmes
section of the NSAN website.

Classroom: Tutor led classroom training is
available through members of the NSAN High
Quality Provider Network.  The classroom option
requires 1 day to complete.  

Costs for the classroom option vary by provider. For
more information on the providers search for Triple
Bar Existing Sites via the course search facility on
NSAN’s website.

For international delivery,  please contact us for a
quotation.

Learning Objectives

Working in the Nuclear Industry (BNI)
Candidates will be able to:

Appreciate the scope and scale of the UK's nuclear
industry.
Demonstrate an understanding of what nuclear and
other radioactive materials are.
State why radiological hazards need to be controlled.
Recognise the difference between radiation and
contamination.
Identify the different types of safety which form part
of the safety culture on a nuclear site.
Demonstrate an understanding of the key legislation
that applies to nuclear sites in the UK.
Appreciate how quality is required throughout the
industry.

Going on Site (BNO)
Candidates will be able to:

Recognise Nuclear Sites are strictly regulated.
Describe your security responsibilities: looking after
your security pass; handling of sensitive material;
prohibited items.
Define your health and safety responsibilities.
Understand the different emergency procedures and
responses.
Identify/prevent common workplace hazards.
State the ways you can minimise your own impact
on the environment.
Recognise key approaches taken to ensure quality.

Safety on a Nuclear Site (BNS)
Candidates will be able to:

Appreciate how your behaviour and attitude on a
nuclear site contributes to a safe environment.
Recognise the importance of all three types of
safety.
Identify safe and unsafe behaviours and conditions
whilst on a nuclear site.
Identify the ten traits of a healthy safety culture.
Demonstrate an understanding of active and latent
errors.
Appreciate the importance of good human
performance to minimise accidents and events.
Identify error reduction tools used in the nuclear
industry.
Recognise the importance of an open reporting
culture.

To book your course, or for further information:

W nucleartrainingnetwork.com
W nsan.co.uk

Classroom based provision information
W nsan.co.uk then click on course in the main
navigation bar

T 01925 909700

E enquiries@nsan.co.uk
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